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Optical Pumping and Reduction of Droop in Interband Cascade Lasers 

Lasers comprised of antimonide-based semiconductor materials are designed to emit efficiently in the 3–6 micrometer 
wavelength range, an atmospheric transmission window that is eye safe and in which chemical sensitivities are 100–

10,000 times better than at shorter wavelengths. In particular, the interband cascade laser employs repeated stages to 
yield multiple photons per injected electron, as compared with a single photon per injected electron in conventional 
quantum well lasers. However, even with the significant advances achieved utilizing wave function engineering in these 
semiconductor heterostructures, declining efficiency with increasing current (droop) at high temperatures limits the 
power output of these lasers. Optical pumping has been used to demonstrate lasing in interband cascade lasers, and 
this excitation technique is being applied to isolate efficiency limiting mechanisms and subsequently improve future laser 
designs. Integration of graphene layers with high electrical, optical, and thermal conductivity on gallium antimonide 
semiconductor surfaces also will be presented, with the goal of applying these transparent contact layers to further 
enhance efficiency, as well as to provide a deeper understanding of the integration of 2D and 3D materials.
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Her research is focused on the development of efficient mid-infrared semiconductor lasers at or above room temperature, as well as the application of materials and 
infrared sensing to biomedical devices and system
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